Wolters Kluwer CCH® ProSystem fx® Engagement software has been trusted by the audit sector for many years – allowing firms to increase efficiency in the audit process while meeting regulatory requirements.

The power of paperless engagements

→ Monitor and control the progress of audit engagements, from start to finish.
→ Streamline every step, from planning to electronic review to finalization and archival of engagement file.
→ Manage your audit workpapers and financial statements through our dynamic trial balance links – ensuring accuracy throughout your audit documentation.
→ Minimize the hours spent organizing your PBC (Provided By Client) list. Exchange your documents in a secure web-based environment.
→ Support remote working; synchronization with the server ensures all team members are viewing the latest workpaper. Preparers and reviewers can do an electronic sign-off on the workpapers.

ISCA integration

We have partnered with Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants (ISCA) to have the ISCA Audit Manual embedded into CCH® ProSystem fx® Engagement. Enjoy best of both worlds where you are able to use the unique CCH® ProSystem fx® Engagement functions in ISCA illustrative workpapers.

What our customers say:

“Now workpapers don’t need to be printed and so we no longer have hard copy spreadsheets being circulated in files. We can monitor who works and accesses client files and everything stays within the system. This gives both the firm and our clients a high assurance that our client data is both accurate and secure.”

Ng Chiaw Peng
Audit Partner, Verity Partners

Request a demo today ➔
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Data analytics are a critical part of all business functions – audit is no exception. Use data analytics to inform planning, spot hidden risks by testing full data sets, and add value to your clients.

Enhance your audit through data analytics
For external auditors who are challenged to improve audit productivity while delivering strategic insights, Teammate Analytics helps you to easily perform powerful data analysis to deliver value to your audit engagements.

→ Data-driven approach for deeper insight
   150+ powerful data analysis tools help to uncover hidden risks and deliver greater assurance to your audit engagement.

→ Be more confident in your findings
   Testing against full data sets instead of a sample of the data across all audits means you are better able to identify and mitigate risk.

→ Download and run in your preferred environment
   Operating within Excel, so no extra hours needed for training.

What our customers say:
“Adding TeamMate Analytics to our audit workflow has changed our world. What used to take as much as 180 hours in years past, now takes as little as one hour. Our auditors can now deliver deeper insights to the client, thus enhancing the client’s experience.”

Muhammad Hussain
Senior Audit Manager, EOS Accountants LLP
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